EVEN UNDER EXTREME TEMPERATURES – STAY COOL!

TECHNICHE EUROPE
Climate Control Products
Keeping you comfortable at work, rest or play!
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HOT ➤ COOL

Extreme activities. Extreme conditions. Extremely well equipped – with HyperKewl™.

Cooling relief of 6 to 12 °C below outside temperature.
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STAY COOL –
TO KEEP UP YOUR STAMINA.

Studies done with professional athletes have shown that the HyperKewl™ System is suitable for a broad range of uses. It is a proven fact that during strenuous activities, our body uses about 75% of its energy just to maintain normal body temperature. Only 25% of the body’s energy is left over for muscular activities. During strenuous bodily activities under high temperature conditions, the human organism pumps a lot of blood to the surface of the body in order to allow it to cool there. This means that there is less blood available for the work the muscles have to do. At the same time, our heart beats faster in order to keep up our current level of performance. The body must expend an enormous amount of energy just to maintain a “normal state.” This is where HyperKewl™ functional fabric performs its magic. The cooling system helps to relieve the human body during strenuous activities. It can increase our level of performance and endurance by up to 20%.

COOLING RELIEF OF 6 TO 12°C BELOW OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE

HyperKewl™ functional fabrics help the body to maintain its level of performance and remain fit even under extreme conditions. Their highly advanced Water Management System provides cooling relief of 6 to 12°C below outside temperature. The special HyperKewl™ vests, head and neck garments are suitable for use by industry and trade professionals, as well as for demanding sports, outdoor and recreational activities.

HOW HYPERKEWL™ WORKS –
JUST AS EFFECTIVE AS IT IS INGENIOUS.

The Water Management System of the HyperKewl™ fabric absorbs and stores water. The water is later released through evaporation. The evaporative chill created, makes the user cool & comfortable.

EXTREMELY EASY TO USE.

Simply soak the garment for 1 to 2 minutes in water. The HyperKewl™ System takes up the necessary amount of water. Then gently squeeze out excess water, wipe the surface dry, put the garment on – finished.

BENEFITS OF EVAPORATIVE COOLING

- Cost-effective cooling
- Extended relief from heat stress
- Lightweight, durable and non-toxic
- Easy to use; reusable
- Provides hours of cooling relief and protection from overheating
- Combinable w/ conventional clothing
- Provides effective cooling for many different activities
- Available in many designs, sizes and colors

COLORS

- Black
- Silver
- Blue
- Hi Viz Lime
- Khaki
- USA Flag
- Marine Camo
- Army Camo

Example: “HyperKewl™ Vest”.

Soak the vest for 1 – 3 minutes in water.

Gently squeeze out the excess water – do not wring.

Now you can put the vest on without getting your clothes wet.
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HYPERKEWEL™ EVAPORATIVE COOLING VEST

SPORT

• V-neck w/ front zipper, many uses
• Provides 5 – 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking; lightweight and durable
• Lightweight, very durable construction and easy to use
• High wearing comfort
• Outer shell: Oxford Nylon / inner: water repellent Taslan layer; HyperKewel™ fabric for cooling
• Colors: Black, Silver, Blue, Marine Desert, Hi-Viz Lime (neon yellow)
• Sizes: XS – 3XL

FEMALE DELUXE SPORT

• High mandarin collar for additional cooling relief and sun protection; handy front pockets; zipper closure; designed especially for bikers
• Provides 5 – 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking; lightweight and durable
• Lightweight, very durable construction and easy to use
• High wearing comfort
• Outer: oxford nylon / Inner: HyperKewel™ fabric layer for cooling; water repellent Taslan liner
• Colors: Black, Silver, Blue, Marine Desert, Hi-Viz Lime (neon yellow)
• Sizes: XS – 3XL
• Includes a fitted front seam and gathered waist in the back
• Sizes: 5 – 12 years old

SPORT

• V-neck w/ zipper closure; works for a wide range of people and many uses
• Provides 5 – 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking; lightweight and durable
• High wearing comfort
• Outer: oxford nylon / Inner: HyperKewel™ fabric layer for cooling; water repellent Taslan liner
• Colors: Black, Silver, Blue, Marine Desert, Hi-Viz Lime (neon yellow)
• Sizes: XS – 3XL

• V-neck w/ front zipper; many uses
• Provides 5 – 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking; lightweight and durable
• Lightweight, very durable construction and easy to use
• High wearing comfort
• Outer: oxford nylon / Inner: HyperKewel™ fabric layer for cooling; water repellent Taslan liner
• Colors: Black, Silver, Blue, Marine Desert, Hi-Viz Lime (neon yellow)
• Sizes: XS – 3XL
HYPERKEWL™ EVAPORATIVE COOLING VEST
DELUXE SPORT

- High mandarin collar for additional cooling relief and sun protection;
  handy front pockets, zipper closure, designed especially for bikers
- Provides 5 – 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking, lightweight and durable
- High wearing comfort
- Outer: oxford nylon / Inner: HyperKewl™ fabric layer for cooling;
  water repellent Taslan liner
- Colors: Silver, Black
- Sizes: XS – 3XL

HYPERKEWL™ EVAPORATIVE COOLING VEST
VELO (ROAD) CYCLING

- Front zipper w/ polyester cool mesh ventilation panels and cool zones in critical areas
- Includes traditional rear storage pockets
- Provides 4 – 6 hours of cooling relief per soaking
- Special design for optimum comfort during sports activities
- High wearing comfort
- Outer: oxford nylon / Inner: HyperKewl™ fabric layer for cooling;
  water repellent Taslan liner
- Designed with bright colors for road riders
- Colors: Hi-Viz Lime (neon yellow), Blue
- Sizes: XS – 3XL

HYPERKEWL™ EVAPORATIVE COOLING VEST
TRAFFIC SAFETY EN471

- Reflective safety vest
- Velcro closure
- Outer: oxford nylon / Inner: HyperKewl™ fabric layer for cooling;
  water repellent Taslan liner
- Color: Hi-Viz Orange, Hi-Viz Yellow
- Sizes: S/M, L/XL/2XL

HYPERKEWL™ EVAPORATIVE COOLING VEST
PEAK (MOUNTAIN) CYCLING

- Front zipper w/ polyester cool mesh ventilation panels and cool zones in critical areas
- Provides 4 – 6 hours of cooling relief per soaking
- Special design for optimum comfort during sports activities
- High wearing comfort
- Outer: oxford nylon / Inner: HyperKewl™ fabric layer for cooling;
  water repellent Taslan liner
- Designed especially for mountain bikers
- Colors: Blue, Silver
- Sizes: XS – 3XL
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The colors shown may deviate from the actual product.
HYPERKEWL™ EVAPORATIVE COOLING VEST
CHILD SPORT
• V-neck w/ zipper closure, works for a wide range of children and many uses
• Provides 5 – 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking; lightweight and durable
• Lightweight, very durable construction and easy to use
• High wearing comfort
• Outer: oxford nylon / Inner: HyperKewl™ fabric layer for cooling;
  water-repellent Taslan liner
• Sizes: 5 – 6 years, 7 – 9 years, 10 – 12 years
• Colors: Black, Blue, Silver, Khaki, Hi-Viz Lime (neon yellow)

Article No.: 6529C.001.xx

HYPERKEWL™ EVAPORATIVE COOLING RANGER HAT
• Tie fasten; classic hat for many uses
• Provides 5 – 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking;
  lightweight and durable
• Out: oxford nylon / Inner: HyperKewl™ fabric layer for cooling,
  water-repellent Taslan liner
• Color: Khaki
• Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL/3XL

Article No.: 406.6593.004.xx

HYPERKEWL™ EVAPORATIVE COOLING SPORT / BASEBALL CAP
• HyperKewl™ cooling material is integrated directly into hat panels
• Provides 5 – 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking; lightweight and durable;
  mesh ventilation panels
• Designed specifically for outdoor activities
• Outer: cool mesh polyester / Inner: HyperKewl™ fabric for cooling,
  nylon trim, hook & loop size adjustment
• Color: Khaki/Black

Article No.: 6594.004.xx

The colors shown may deviate from the actual product.
• Effective relief from heat stress; attach with hook & loop directly to hard hat headband
  (hard hat not included)
• Provides 5 – 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking; lightweight and durable
• High wearing comfort
• Outer: oxford nylon / Inner: HyperKewl™ fabric for cooling, hook & loop attachments
• Color: Blue
• One Size

Article No.: 6534.003

Protect the head and neck from dangerous heat and sun while on the job; hook & loop attaches easily to hard hat liner (hard hat not included)
• Provides 5 – 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking; lightweight and durable
• High wearing comfort
• Outer: oxford nylon / Inner: HyperKewl™ fabric layer for cooling, water-repellent Taslan liner, black poly-cotton trim, hook & loop attachments
• Color: Hi-Viz Lime (neon yellow)
• One Size

Article No.: 6535.007

• Effective relief from heat stress; attach with hook & loop directly to hard hat headband (hard hat not included)
• Provides 5 – 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking; lightweight and durable
• High wearing comfort
• Outer: 100% cotton / Inner: HyperKewl™ fabric for cooling, hook & loop attachments
• Color: Blue
• One Size

Article No.: 6521.003

• 100% polyester cool mesh outer for increased performance
• Stretchable elastic built into back for a perfect fit
• Provides 5 – 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking; lightweight and durable
• High wearing comfort
• Outer: polyester mesh / Inner: HyperKewl™ fabric for cooling
• Colors: Blue, Black
• One Size

(Available in Nomex®, Indura® and FR Cotton)

Article No.: 6536.003

100% polyester cool mesh outer for increased performance
• Convenient tie fastens in back ensures a comfortable fit for all
• Provides 5 – 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking; lightweight and durable
• High wearing comfort
• Outer: polyester mesh / Inner: HyperKewl™ fabric for cooling
• Color: Black
• One Size

Article No.: 6538.003
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• Keep your neck cool, comfortable and protected from the sun's damaging rays; attaches conveniently w/ hook & loop directly to hard hat
• Provides 5 – 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking; lightweight and durable
• High wearing comfort
• Outer: oxford nylon / Inner: HyperKewl™ fabric layer for cooling, water-repellent Taslan liner, black poly-cotton trim, elastic bands w/ hook & loop attachments
• Color: Hi-Viz

Article No.: 6522.001

The colors shown may deviate from the actual product.
**HYPERKEWL™ EVAPORATIVE COOLING**

**NECK / SHOULDER COOLER**

- High collar w/ side zipper
- Provides 5 – 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking; lightweight and durable
- Specifically designed for optimum comfort
- High wearing comfort
- Outer: oxford nylon / Inner: HyperKewl™ fabric layer for cooling; water-repellent Taslan inner, black poly-cotton trim
- Colors: Blue, Silver, Black
- Sizes: S/M and L/XL

**Article No.:** 6517.003

**GULPZ™ PERSONAL HYDRATION SYSTEM W/ EVAPORATIVE COOLING**

- Lower overall body temperature by targeting wrists
- Provide 5 – 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking; lightweight and durable
- High wearing comfort
- Outer: cool mesh polyester / Inner: HyperKewl™ fabric for cooling, black poly-cotton trim
- Hook & loop closure for custom fit
- Color: Blue
- One Size

**Article No.:** 6573.003

**HYPERKEWL™ EVAPORATIVE COOLING**

**DELUXE NECK BAND**

- 100% polyester cool mesh for enhanced performance
- Practical tie fastening for comfort
- Provides 5 – 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking
- Lightweight, very durable construction and easy to activate
- Color: Blue
- One Size

**Article No.:** 6519.003

**HYPERKEWL™ EVAPORATIVE COOLING**

**NECK BAND**

- 100% cotton for maximum comfort
- Low profile hook & loop closure, ideal for use under outer clothing
- Provides 5 – 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking
- Color: Blue
- One Size

**Article No.:** 6520.003
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**HYPERKEWL™ EVAPORATIVE COOLING DOG PAD**

- Economical and effective
- Great way to cool down your pet on a hot day; can be used indoors or outside
- Provides 5 - 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking, lightweight and durable
- Outer: oxford nylon / Inner: HyperKewl™ fabric layer for cooling, water-repellent Taslan liner, black poly-cotton trim
- Colors: Blue, Silver
- Sizes: XS - 2XL

**HYPERKEWL™ EVAPORATIVE COOLING DOG COAT**

- Secured at the chest and under the belly with two closures
- Flexible shoulder material
- Provides 5 - 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking, lightweight and durable
- High wearing comfort
- Outer: oxford nylon / Inner: HyperKewl™ fabric layer for cooling, water-repellent Taslan liner, black poly-cotton trim
- Colors: Blue, Silver
- Sizes: XS - 2XL

**HYPERKEWL™ EVAPORATIVE COOLING HORSE NECK COOLER**

- Secured to your horse with hook and loop straps and an attachment to the horse’s halter
- Provides 5 - 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking, lightweight and durable
- Outer: oxford nylon / Inner: HyperKewl™ fabric layer for cooling, water-repellent Taslan liner, black poly-cotton trim
- Colors: Blue, Silver
- Sizes: XS - 2XL

**HYPERKEWL™ EVAPORATIVE COOLING HORSE LEG WRAPS**

- Provides 5 - 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking, lightweight and durable
- High wearing comfort
- Outer: oxford nylon / Inner: HyperKewl™ fabric layer for cooling, water-repellent Taslan liner, black poly-cotton trim
- Colors: Blue, Silver
- Sizes: One Size
- 1 Pair = 4 wraps

**HYPERKEWL™ EVAPORATIVE COOLING HORSE BLANKET**

- Two chest straps and two under belly straps secure the blanket to the horse
- Flexible shoulder material
- Provides 5 - 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking, lightweight and durable
- High wearing comfort
- Outer: Oxford / Inner: HyperKewl™ fabric layer for cooling, water-repellent Taslan liner, black poly-cotton trim
- Colors: Blue, Silver
- Sizes: S/M, L/XL

---

**Distribution In Indian Market By Security Clinic**

91 8588001451
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Phase Change Material (PCM) Cooling with Cool Pax™

TechKewl™ garments function reliably even under the toughest conditions. Cool Pax™ inserts are used everywhere where there is no air circulation or where air humidity is extremely high – like it often is under protective suits, for example, or other heavy (functional) clothing. Cool Pax™ inserts release comfortable, long-lasting cooling relief (for up to 3 hours) – even during strenuous activities in high temperature environments. With constant, temperature-specific 14 °C cooling relief, the human body can continue to perform without fatiguing. The Cool Pax™ inserts are simply placed in the freezer until they reach the optimal temperature for use and then inserted into the special, perfectly sized pockets of the garment. Nothing slides around, nothing hampers the body’s performance – because Cool Pax™ inserts are extremely lightweight. The special TechKewl™ vests, neckwear and headwear products with Cool Pax™ inserts are suitable for use by professionals, e.g., fire fighters, emergency services and other safety services, as well as in industry and trade, e.g., steelworkers.

Example: TechKewl Vest™ with Cool Pax™ inserts

Place the Cool Pax™ inserts in the freezer for about 30 minutes.

Return the Cool Pax™ inserts to the vest pockets.

Now you can put the vest on and enjoy the cooling effect.

Key Cool Pax™ Benefits

- Targeted cooling for key heat zones enhances comfort and performance
- Provides heat stress prevention
- Works effectively in all temperature environments (e.g. high humidity)
- Lightweight, durable and reusable
- Phase Change Material (PCM) releases long-lasting, temperature-specific (14°C), cooling relief
- Ideal for use under hazardous material suits, military combat gear, mascot costumes and other apparel
- Additional PCM inserts are available for extended relief
- Can be activated in ice water, no electricity required
- Multiple sizes and styles allow for comfortable fit

Cool Pax™ Inserts (4 per Set) for all TechKewl™ Vests

- Safe, effective and comfortable
- Use additional inserts for continuous relief
- Maintain a comfortable 14 °C for up to 3 hours, film bag made of high strength, durable polyurethane
INDURA
• V-neck w/ zipper closure; suitable for a wide range of people and many uses
• Fire resistant / flame retarding
• Hook & loop girth and shoulder adjustments
• 100% cotton INDURA™ (or equivalent), fire resistant
• Includes one set of Cool Pax™ inserts (= 4 inserts)
• Color: Blue
• Sizes: M/L, L/XL, XXL
• Weight: 2.7 kg

NOMEX
• Same features as INDURA, except:
  • Made of 100% DuPont® fire-resistant synthetic fibers
  • Includes one set of Cool Pax™ inserts (= 4 inserts)
  • Color: Blue
  • Sizes: M/L, L/XL, XXL
  • Weight: 2.7 kg

SPORT
• V-neck w/ zipper closure; suitable for a wide range of people and many uses
• Hook & loop girth and shoulder adjustments
• 100% cotton
• Includes one set of Cool Pax™ inserts (= 4 inserts)
• Colors: Black, Blue (not shown)
• Sizes: M/L, L/XL, XXL
• Weight: 2.7 kg

TECHKEWL™ HYBRID SPORT VEST (F1 REPLICA)
• This Hybrid Vest combines HyperKewl™ evaporative cooling with the additional possibility to use Cool Pax™ Phase Change Cooling inserts for long lasting cooling relief
• Includes one set of Cool Pax™ inserts (= 4 inserts)
• Color: Blue, Red
• Sizes: XS – 3XL

TECHKEWL™ FIRE RESISTANT COOLING VEST W/WATER BASED COOLING INSERTS
• For those requiring ultimate flammability protection
• Water Based Cooling Inserts maintain a temperature of 0 °C for up to 3 hour
• Vest/carrier is made with INDURA™ (or equivalent) fire resistant cotton
• Colors: Blue
• Sizes: M/L (100 – 175 lbs), L/XL (175 – 250 lbs), XXL (250 – 300 lbs), Custom
• Includes one set of TechKewl™ Water Based Cooling Inserts (= 4 inserts)
• Color: Blue
• Sizes: M/L, L/XL, XXL

TECHKEWL™ PHASE CHANGE COOLING VEST POWERED BY COOL PAX™
• Same features as INDURA, except:
  • Made of 100% DuPont® fire-resistant synthetic fibers
  • Includes one set of Cool Pax™ inserts (= 4 inserts)
  • Color: Blue
  • Sizes: M/L, L/XL, XXL
  • Weight: 2.7 kg

The colors shown may deviate from the actual product.
TECHKEWLTM PHASE CHANGE COOLING NECK BAND
POWERED BY COOL PAX™

• Tie fasten, Cool Pax™ Phase Change Cooling insert maintains a comfortable 14 °C
• 100% cotton carrier; polyurethane insert
• Color: Blue
• One Size
• Includes one Cool Pax™ Phase Change Cooling Neck Band Insert

Article No.: 6620.003

TECHKEWLTM PHASE CHANGE COOLING
DELUXE NECK BAND POWERED BY COOL PAX™

• Hook and loop closure for a lower profile fit, Cool Pax™ Phase Change Cooling insert maintains a comfortable 14 °C
• 100% cotton
• Color: Blue
• One Size
• Includes one Cool Pax™ Phase Change Cooling Deluxe Neck Band Insert

Article No.: 6619.003

COOL PAX™ PHASE CHANGE COOLING INSERT
FOR DELUXE NECK BAND

• Use additional inserts for continuous cooling relief
• Comfortable 14 °C Phase Change Material sealed in high strength polyurethane

Article No.: 6662

COOL PAX™ PHASE CHANGE COOLING INSERT FOR BROW PAD

• Use additional inserts for continuous cooling relief
• Comfortable 14 °C Phase Change Material sealed in high strength polyurethane

Article No.: 6663

COOL PAX™ PHASE CHANGE COOLING INSERT
FOR CROWN COOLER

• Use additional inserts for continuous cooling relief
• Comfortable 14 °C Phase Change Material sealed in high strength polyurethane

Article No.: 6664

The colors shown may deviate from the actual product.
PRODUCTS TO HELP YOU COMBAT HEAT STRESS
TechNiche’s unique combination Phase Change Cooling and Evaporative Cooling Military products help soldiers combat heat stress.

EVAPORATIVE COOLING
This simple, yet effective technology works by combining water with our HyperKewl™ Fabric to create garments that gradually release condensation to keep you cool, but comfortable.

- Cost-effective, extended relief from heat stress
- Lightweight, durable, reusable and washable; non-toxic
- HyperKewl™ Fabric sewn into garment lining

EASY TO USE
- Soak garment in cool water for 1 – 3 minutes
- Gently squeeze out excess water
- Wear; repeat steps as needed
- Hang to dry
- Wash with mild, soapy water (as needed)

PHASE CHANGE COOLING
This advanced technology uses specially designed inserts containing our Phase Change Material (PCM) which releases long-lasting, temperature-specific (58 degrees F, 14 degrees C), cooling relief designed to fit with our garments, and with your Interceptor Outer Tactical Vest (OTV).

- Provide cooling comfort and heat stress protection
- Phase Change Material (PCM) releases long-lasting, temperature-specific (58 degrees F, 14 degrees C), cooling relief
- PCM is non-toxic, non-flammable, durable, reusable, lighter than water, and does not produce condensation

EASY TO USE
- Submerge PCM inserts in ice water or freezer for up to 45 minutes, or until solid
- Return inserts to garment pockets
- Wear; repeat steps as needed (or use additional inserts for continuous relief)

HYBRID COOLING MILITARY VEST
- Designed to work with the Interceptor TM Outer Tactical Vest (OTV); unique Buddy Swap design for easy changing of inserts in the field
- Hybrid cooling solution for ultimate relief: Evaporative Cooling HyperKewl™ fabric provides 5 – 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking; Phase Change Cooling inserts maintain a comfortable 58 degrees F (14 degrees C) for up to 3 hours
- Army ACU Digital and Marine Desert Digital
- M, L, XL, 2XL
- Include one (1) set of Cool Pax™ Phase Change Cooling Military Vest Inserts (7065)

HYBRID COOLING MILITARY VESTS W/SLEEVES
- All the critical benefits of the hybrid cooling Military Vest, plus detachable sleeves w/hook & loop length adjustments for a personalize fit; one of a kind, complete upper body cooling effect
- Evaporative Cooling HyperKewl™ fabric is durable and reusable, and provides 5 – 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking; Phase Change Cooling Inserts (in vest) maintain a comfortable 58 degrees F (14 degrees C) for up to 3 hours
- Army ACU Digital and Marine Desert Digital
- M, L, XL, 2XL Note: M, L Vests w/23.5” to

Article No.: 7026

Article No.: 7032
**HYBRID COOLING MILITARY VEST W/PERSONAL HYDRATION SYSTEM**

- Combines essential cooling relief and personal hydration in one, revolutionary new vest; works with the Interceptor Outer Tactical Vest (OTV), features a unique Buddy Swap design for easy changing of inserts in the field, and modular design to reduce weight.
- Hybrid cooling solution: Evaporative Cooling HyperKewl™ fabric provides 5 – 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking, Phase Change Cooling Inserts maintain a comfortable 58 degrees F (14 degrees C) for up to 3 hours.
- Built-in hydration pocket and drinking hose w/valve holds 70 fl. oz. (2 liters) of cool, refreshing water to quench your thirst. V-neck vest w/zipper closure, and hook & loop girth adjustments.
- Army ACU Digital and Marine Desert Digital
- M, L, XL, 2XL
- Include one (1) set of Cool Pax™ Phase Change Cooling Military Vest Inserts (7065) & Hydration System (6660)

**COOL PAX™ PHASE CHANGE COOLING MILITARY HELMET INSERT**

- Use additional inserts for continuous relief
- Phase Change Cooling Inserts maintain a comfortable 58 degrees F (14 degrees C) for up to 3 hours; specially designed w/small pockets to minimize leaks if punctured
- Include four (4) Cool Pax™ Phase Change Cooling Military Vest Inserts per set
- For Evaporative & Phase Change Cooling Military Vests (7026)

**HYPERKEWL™ EVAPORATIVE COOLING NECK BANDS**

- Tie fasten for comfort
- Provide 5 – 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking, lightweight, durable, and washable
- Comfortable, quilted nylon outer with HyperKewl™ fabric inner, and water-repellant nylon liner
- Army ACU Digital and Marine Desert Digital
- One Size

**COOL PAX™ PHASE CHANGE COOLING MILITARY HELMET INSERT**

- Use additional inserts for continuous relief
- Phase Change Cooling Inserts maintain a comfortable 58 degrees F (14 degrees C) for up to 3 hours; specially designed w/small pockets to minimize leaks if punctured
- Include four (4) Cool Pax™ Phase Change Cooling Military Vest Inserts per set
- For Evaporative & Phase Change Cooling Military Vests (7026)

**HYPERKEWL™ EVAPORATIVE COOLING BOONIE CAPS**

- Hook & loop adjustment for a custom fit
- Provide 5 – 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking, lightweight, durable, and washable
- Comfortable, quilted nylon outer with HyperKewl™ fabric inner, water-repellant nylon liner, and hook & loop attachment
- Army ACU Digital and Marine Desert Digital
- One Size

**HYPERKEWL™ EVAPORATIVE COOLING BEANIES**

- Tie fasten for comfort
- Provide 5 – 10 hours of cooling relief per soaking, lightweight, durable, and washable
- Comfortable, quilted nylon outer with HyperKewl™ fabric inner, water-repellant nylon liner, and hoop & loop fastener
- Army ACU Digital and Marine Desert Digital
- One Size
TechNiche is proud of the fact that our business has expanded, our product lines have grown and new groups of people (and other animals) now utilize our personal cooling and heating technologies. Our products continue to be enjoyed by a wide range of users.

Whether you work outside, exercise outdoors, compete as an athlete or simply use our products to make your life more comfortable, we have a wide variety of performance solutions for you.

We continue to achieve important milestones, but we also recognize that we have much more to accomplish. We are committed to designing and manufacturing high quality products that enhance the lifestyles of our users.

We are focused on improving our current products as well as introducing exciting new ones.

We would like to thank our customers, suppliers and other strategic partners for their continued support.

Value Added Services
Manufacturing today is not simply about producing a product and shipping it. The demands placed on Distributors, Wholesalers, Dealers, Resellers and others by the market require a broader range of services from their manufacturers, if they are to succeed.

We have heard what our reselling partners have said, we have seen what they need, and we have developed a range of services to help make you more competitive.

Private Label / OEM
We can place your label on our products. This enables you to sell them under your name and enhance customer retention.

Product Customization
Design your own products with our Cooling and Heating technology. Custom designs, sizes, colors and styles are available.

Product Knowledge Training Programs
We will train your staff on our products to help improve your sales opportunities.